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This article is relevant to financial professionals who are considering offering model portfolios to their clients. If you are
an individual investor interested in WisdomTree ETF Model Portfolios, please inquire with your financial professional.
Not all financial professionals have access to these Model Portfolios.

We last visited our core strategic Model Portfolios back in April. We will once again “get back to basics” by focusing on
our core strategic Model Portfolios, specifically our Core Equity model. This equity model serves as the foundational
base for almost every other model we manage, including our Strategic Multi-Asset models, our Endowment models, our 
Multi-Asset Income models and the Siegel-WisdomTree Longevity model.

As with all WisdomTree models, our Core Equity model has certain characteristics:

1. Unless asked to customize differently, it is global in nature.

2. It is ETF-centric, which we believe helps to optimize fees and taxes.

3. It is “open architecture” and allocates to both WisdomTree and third-party strategies. This is (a) just the right
thing to do for advisors and end clients, (b) allows us the freedom to deploy other firms’ “best ideas” and (c) helps
us to build both asset class and risk factor diversified portfolios.

4. The factor tilts (dividends, quality, value, size, etc.) embedded into most WisdomTree ETFs allow us to construct
“core/satellite” portfolios in a more cost- and tax-effective manner than the traditional approach of building an
inexpensive passive (i.e., market cap-weighted) core and surrounding that core with actively managed mutual funds
or separately managed accounts. Mutual funds tend to be more expensive and less tax efficient than ETFs.

5. WisdomTree charges no strategist fee on any of its models—our revenue is generated only by the expense ratios
of the WisdomTree products that are included in any given model.

We refer to the Core Equity model as our “strategic building block.” While it can be and is used as a stand-alone model,
it is more often mixed and matched with other models to create different variations of multi-asset models.

Core Equity

Let’s do a refresh on our core equity model. It currently contains 11 individual line items of globally diversified equity
ETFs. We maintain a geographic/regional exposure that is roughly in line with the MSCI ACWI IMI Index—as of
September 30, 2022, the model had allocations of roughly 58% U.S., 30% EAFE (developed international) and 12% emer
ging markets.

At the asset class level, we are allocated (versus the Index) at roughly 68% large cap (82%), 19% mid-cap (14%) and 13% s
mall cap (4%). The over-weight to mid- and small caps is not surprising given WisdomTree’s heritage as a factor-based
asset management firm—we believe size, value, dividends and quality can add value over time versus cap-weighted
market beta. We believe we also are one of the few firms that explicitly allocates to non-U.S. small caps (both in EAFE
and in EM)—allocations that have added value over time.
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Within the U.S., we recently increased our allocation to small caps, given the significant valuation difference versus large 
caps.

Russell 2000 Fwd. P/E (ex. Negative Earners) vs. Russell 1000
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Finally, at a line-item allocation level, the model holds 71% in WisdomTree products and 29% in third-party strategies.

Given the underlying factor tilts of many of the WisdomTree products, the portfolio is over-weight in allocations to
smaller-cap stocks, higher-quality stocks (where “quality” is defined as companies that have stronger earnings, balance s
heets and cash flows), value stocks and dividend-paying stocks. These factor tilts have benefited us this year, as growth st
ocks have been relatively crushed by the rising interest rate environment.

Normalizing Real Bond Yields Remain a Threat to Growth-Stock Valuations

So, How Are We Doing??

Since its inception in 2013, the performance of our Core Equity model has held up very well despite a multi-year
environment where large-cap growth stocks dominated market performance. We attribute this to both smart asset
allocation and smart security selection decisions.

We also note our relative outperformance over the past 12 months, due primarily to our size, value and dividend tilts—
tilts we believe will continue to perform well in the current market environment of rising rates, a slowing economy and an
investor preference for dividends.

WisdomTree Core Equity Model Portfolio
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For the most recent month-end and standardized performance of the model and underlying Funds, please click h
ere.

For the 30-day SEC yield for each of the underlying ETFs, please click the respective ticker: DON, DWMF, EPS, EE
S, XSOE, USMF, DLS, DGRW, DGS, SCHG, SPDW. 

Two final observations:

1. The current expense ratio  for our Core Equity model is 0.25%, which we believe is attractive for an actively
managed global equity portfolio; and

2. The current 12-month dividend yield on the model (through 9/30/22) is 3.45%, which compares favorably to the
2.49% yield offered by the MSCI ACWI Index as of that same date.

Conclusion

The WisdomTree Core Equity model is the foundational base for almost every other model we manage. It is constructed
to deliver risk-adjusted alpha relative to its benchmarks while delivering a superior yield and dividend profile.

Since its inception almost 10 years ago, this model has performed as expected, and we believe it is well-positioned to
take advantage of the market regime we believe we will have for the foreseeable future.

That market regime (as we see it) is defined by slow economic growth, “sticky” inflation, volatile markets and a
refocusing on market fundamentals (e.g., earnings, dividends, valuations and quality).

Financial advisors who register on the WisdomTree website can access fully transparent information (performance, fees,
yield, allocations, etc.) via our Model Adoption Center. 

Important Risks Re lated to th is Art ic leImportant Risks Re lated to th is Art ic le

For financial advisors: WisdomTree Model Portfolio information is designed to be used by financial advisors solely as
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an educational resource, along with other potential resources advisors may consider, in providing services to their end
clients. WisdomTree’s Model Portfolios and related content are for information only and are not intended to provide,
and should not be relied on for, tax, legal, accounting, investment or financial planning advice by WisdomTree, nor
should any WisdomTree Model Portfolio information be considered or relied upon as investment advice or as a
recommendation from WisdomTree, including regarding the use or suitability of any WisdomTree Model Portfolio, any
particular security or any particular strategy.

For retail investors: WisdomTree’s Model Portfolios are not intended to constitute investment advice or investment
recommendations from WisdomTree. Your investment advisor may or may not implement WisdomTree’s Model
Portfolios in your account. The performance of your account may differ from the performance shown for a variety of
reasons, including but not limited to: your investment advisor, and not WisdomTree, is responsible for implementing
trades in the accounts; differences in market conditions; client-imposed investment restrictions; the timing of client
investments and withdrawals; fees payable; and/or other factors. WisdomTree is not responsible for determining the
suitability or appropriateness of a strategy based on WisdomTree’s Model Portfolios. WisdomTree does not have
investment discretion and does not place trade orders for your account. This material has been created by WisdomTree,
and the information included herein has not been verified by your investment advisor and may differ from information
provided by your investment advisor. WisdomTree does not undertake to provide impartial investment advice or give
advice in a fiduciary capacity. Further, WisdomTree receives revenue in the form of advisory fees for our exchange-traded
funds and management fees for our collective investment trusts.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.

Related Blogs

+ Portfolio Pilates: Building a Strong Core, Part I

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu, and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

Dividend  : A portion of corporate profits paid out to shareholders.

Quality  : Characterized by higher efficiency and profitability. Typical measures include earnings, return on equity, return
on assets, operating profitability as well as others. This term is also related to the Quality Factor, which associates these
stock characteristics with excess returns vs the market over tim.

Value  : Characterized by lower price levels relative to fundamentals, such as earnings or dividends. Prices are lower
because investors are less certain of the performance of these fundamentals in the future. This term is also related to the
Value Factor, which associates these stock characteristics with excess returns vs the market over tim.

Size  : Characterized by smaller companies rather than larger companies by market capitalization. This term is also
related to the Size Factor, which associates smaller market-cap stocks with excess returns vs the market over time.

Market capitalization-weighting  : Market cap = share prices x number of shares outstanding. Firms with the highest
values receive the highest weights in approaches designed to weight firms by market cap.

Mutual Funds  : An investment vehicle made up of a pool of moneys collected from many investors for the purpose of
investing in securities such as stocks, bonds, money market instruments and other assets.

MSCI ACWI IMI Index  : The MSCI ACWI Investable Market Index (IMI) captures large, mid and small cap representation
across 23 Developed Markets (DM) and 25 Emerging Markets (EM) countries.

EAFE  : Refers to the geographical area that is made up of Europe, Australasia and the Far East.

Emerging market  : Characterized by greater market access and less potential for operational risks when compared to
frontier markets, which leads to a larger base of potentially eligible investors.

Large-Capitalization (Large-Cap)  : A term used by the investment community to refer to companies with a market
capitalization value of more than $10 billion. Large cap is an abbreviation of the term “large market capitalization”.
Market capitalization is calculated by multiplying the number of a company’s shares outstanding by its stock price per
share.

Mid-Cap  : Characterized by exposure to the next 20% of market capitalization (after the top 70% have been removed)
within the Value, Blend or Growth style zones with the majority of the fund’s weight.

Small caps  : new or relatively young companies that typically have a market capitalization between $200 million to $2
billion.

Beta  : A measure of the volatility of a security or a portfolio in comparison to a benchmark. In general, a beta less than 1
indicates that the investment is less volatile than the benchmark, while a beta more than 1 indicates that the investment
is more volatile than the benchmark.

Stock  : A stock (also known as equity) is a security that represents the ownership of a fraction of a corporation. This
entitles the owner of the stock to a proportion of the corporation's assets and profits equal to how much stock they own.
Units of stock are called "shares."

Balance sheet  : refers to the cash and cash equivalents part of the Current Assets on a firms balance sheet and cash
available for purchasing new position.

Cash flows  : a measure of how much cash a business generates after taking into account all the necessary expenses,
including net capital expenditures.

Value stocks  : Stocks whose share prices are lower relative to their earnings per share or dividends per share. Investors
pay less for these stocks because their earnings or dividend growth expectations going forward are lower.
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Interest rates  : The rate at which interest is paid by a borrower for the use of money.

Alpha  : Can be discussed as both risk-adjusted excess return relative to a specific benchmark, or absolute excess return
relative to a benchmark. It is sometimes more generally referred to as excess returns in general.

Inflation  : Characterized by rising price levels.

Volatility  : A measure of the dispersion of actual returns around a particular average level.&nbsp.
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